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Abstract

Linear coupling is one of the factors that determine beam
lifetime in RHIC. The traditional method of measuring the
minimum tune separation requires a tune scan and can’t be
done parasitically or during the acceleration ramp. A new
technique of using ac dipoles to measure linear coupling
resonance has been developed at RHIC. This method mea-
sures the degree of coupling by comparing the amplitude
of the horizontal coherent excitation with the amplitude of
the vertical coherent excitation if the beam is excited by
the vertical AC dipole and vice versa. One advantage of
this method is that it can be done without changing tunes
from the normal machine working points. In principle, this
method can also localize the coupling source by mapping
out the coupling driving terms throughout the ring. This
is very useful for local decoupling the interaction regions
in RHIC. A beam experiment of measuring linear coupling
has been performed in RHIC during its 2003 run, and the
analysis of the experimental data is discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

In a circular accelerator, the linear 4x4 one-turn transfer
matrix T for the two-dimensional phase space (x,x’,y,y’)
can be represented by four 2x2 sub-matricesM , m, n and
N

T =
(

M m
n N

)
(1)

whereM andN are the standard transfer matrices in the
(x,x’) phase and (y,y’) phase space. The off-diagonal sub-
matricesm andn represent the coupling between the two
transverse planes. In a perfect accelerator with no coupling,
m = n = 0.

In general, the one turn matrixT can be diagonalized by
an canonical transformation

T = RUR−1 (2)

whereU is the one-turn transfer matrix for the two decou-
pled transverse phase spaces (u,u’,v,v’) [1] and


x
x′

y
y′


 = R




u
u′

v
v′


 . (3)

∗The work was performed under the auspices of the US Department of
Energy

whereR is the transformation matrix between(x, z, s) and
(u, v, s).

R =
(

γI C
−C+ γI

)
. (4)

HereI is the 2x2 unitary matrix andC+ is the simplectic
conjugate matrix of the 2x2 matrixC

C =
(

c11 c12

c21 c22

)
, (5)

andγ2 + |C| = 1. When theC matrix is zero, there is no
coupling between the two transverse planes, and one can
useC to characterize the strength of the linear coupling.

A technique to measureC by exciting beam at its eigen-
tunes was developed at CESR [2]. Unlike CESR, an AC
dipole was used in RHIC to adiabatically excite the beam
at the vicinity of the eigen-tune instead. This technique
has been used to measure the beta functions and phase ad-
vances in RHIC [4], and also in the AGS to overcome in-
trinsic spin resonances [3].

Without losing generality, we assume that the horizontal
ac dipole (vertical field) is used to adiabatically excite a
sizable coherent excitation nearby the horizontal tuneQx.
The horizontal AC dipole integrated field∆ByL is

∆ByL = ∆BymLcosνmθ. (6)

where∆Bym is the amplitude of the oscillating field,Qm

is the tune of the AC dipole field andθ is the azimuthal an-
gle. In the absence of linear coupling, a horizontal betatron
oscillation at locations is excited with amplitude of

x(s) =
∆BymL

4πBρδx

√
β0β(s) (7)

and no coherent excitation is excited in the vertical plane.
Here, Bρ is the magnetic rigidity,δx = |Qm − Qx| is
the distance between the AC dipole driving tuneQm and
horizontal betatron tune,β0 is the beta-function at the AC
dipole andβs is theβ−function at locations. With lin-
ear coupling, the vertical coherent excitation is no longer
zero. To derive the size of the coherent excitations in the
two transverse planes due to an horizontal AC dipole, we
first project the horizontal deflection from the AC dipole
into the(u, v) coordinate where the motions in the(u, u′)
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plane and(v, v′) are decoupled, i.e




δu

δu
′

δv

δv
′


 =




0
γδx

′

−c12δx
′

c11δx
′


 . (8)

whereδx
′

is the deflection of the horizontal ac dipole. The
coherent excitations in the(u, u′) and(v, v′) are given by

u =
1

4πδu
γδx

′
cos Qmθ (9)

v =
1

4πδv

√
c2
12 + c2

11δx
′
cos Qmθ (10)

whereδv = |Qm − Qv| andδu = |Qm − Qu|. Qv and
Qu are the two eigen-tunes of the transverse free betatron
oscillation. For weak coupling,

Qu � Qx (11)

Qv � Qy (12)

δu � δx (13)

δv � δy. (14)

In general,
√

c2
11 + c2

22 is small for weak coupling andδx

is much smaller thanδy because the horizontal AC dipole
drives the beam close to the horizontal tune. Hence, the
coherent excitation in the(v, v′) space can be neglected.
Transforming the driven coherent excitations in the(u, v)
coordinate back to the normal geometric(x, y) coordinates
using Eq. 3, the transverse coherent excitations at location
s are

x(s) = γ

√
βx

4πδx
(γδx

′
) cos(Qmθ + χ) (15)

y(s) =

√
βy

4πδx
(γδx

′
)( ¯c22 cos(Qmθ + χ)

+ ¯c12 sin(Qmθ + χ)) (16)

whereχ is the phase between the AC dipole and the loca-
tion s, and

C̄ =

(
1√
βu

0
αu

βu

√
βu

)
C

( √
βu 0

−αu

βu

1√
βu

)
(17)

Hence, √
βy

βx

1
γ

√
¯c22

2 + ¯c12
2 =

yamp

xamp
(18)

Similarly, the ratio of the horizontal coherent excitation
amplitude to the vertical coherent excitation amplitude is

√
βx

βy

1
γ

√
¯c11

2 + ¯c12
2 =

xamp

yamp
(19)

when the beam is adiabatically excited by a vertical AC
dipole nearby the vertical tune.

EXPERIMENT DATA

The experiment was carried out in the RHIC blue ring
with deuteron beam at injection energy. The linear cou-
pling was corrected toδQmin ∼ 0.001 at injection for
the normal operation using three RHIC skew quadrupole
families distributed about120o apart [5]. During the ex-
periment, the coupling strength was measured with differ-
ent skew family 1 strengths. The vertical (horizontal) AC
dipole was used to adiabatically induce coherent oscilla-
tion nearby the vertical tune (horizontal tune). 1024-turn
BPM (Beam Position Monitor) data in both planes were
acquired at all the available RHIC BPMs in the arc areas.
The amplitude of the coherent oscillation was calculated
by fitting the turn by turn betatron oscillation data with a
sinusoidal waveform [4].

Fig. 1 is a typical set of data of the measured coher-
ent amplitudes in the two transverse planes due to a ver-
tical ac dipole excitation. Due to theβ−function variations
along the arc, the coherent amplitude also varies with the
β−function and the solid line is the average of the mea-
sured amplitude within one arc area.
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Figure 1: The plot at the bottom is the RHIC lattice. The
top plot shows the measured amplitude of the horizontal
coherent excitation when the coherent excitation was ex-
cited by a vertical AC dipole with skew quad family 1 trim
value set to 0.005. The amplitude of the corresponding ver-
tical coherent excitation amplitude at each BPM is shown
in the middle plot.

Fig. 2 shows the measured coupling strength. The bot-
tom plot is the measured

√
¯c11

2 + ¯c12
2 with the vertical

AC dipole and the top plot shows the
√

¯c22
2 + ¯c12

2 with
the horizontal ac dipole. Both measurements consistently
show a linear dependence on the skew quadrupole family
strength. Both data also show that the minimum of the
measured coupling strength occurs at zero trim strength in
skew quadrupole family 1. This is consistent with the fact
that the coupling was well compensated at injection during
normal operations.
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Figure 2: The top plot is the measured
√

¯c22
2 + ¯c12

2 with
the horizontal AC dipole as a function of the trim value of
skew quadrupole family 1. And the bottom plot shows the
measured

√
¯c11

2 + ¯c12
2 with the vertical AC dipole with

different skew quadrupole family 1 trim value settings.

CONCLUSION

The method of using driven betatron oscillations to mea-
sure the linear coupling resonance was tested during the
RHIC FY03 dAu run. It demonstrated that the amount of
the coupling can be characterized by the ratio of the am-
plitude of the horizontal (vertical) oscillation driven by an
vertical AC dipole and the amplitude of the corresponding
coherent excitation amplitude in the vertical (horizontal)
plane. Since this technique does not require changes of the
machine working point and is parasitic to the normal ma-
chine operation, it can also be used to measure the linear
coupling along the RHIC acceleration ramp.
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